Summer Bridge Program
in Mathematics
For students entering grades 1-6

LIVE-ONLINE
BEGINNING IN JUNE 2021
Known as the “summer setback” or “summer slide,”
the two-plus month loss of knowledge that students
experience when they are not utilizing their newly
acquired skills can have a significant impact on their
performance in the upcoming school year. Presented
as a “visit to the teacher’s desk,” the Summer Bridge
Program in Mathematics helps minimize students’
loss of proficiency by providing them with an
instructor-led environment for reviewing and
practicing skills learned over the previous year as
well as receiving guided instruction on topics to be
covered in the grade they are entering.

• Numerous six-week and three-week options
• Interactive classes
• Access to prerecorded versions of each session
Each class is appropriate for students who recently
completed that grade and want to minimize summer
losses or for those who are preparing for that grade
and want an introduction to the topics they will be
presented with in the coming year.

GRADE 1

GRADE 2

• Basic arithmetic
• Time
• Measurement

• Basic arithmetic • Basic arithmetic
• Time
• Foundations of
algebra
• Measurement
• Graphs and data • Time
representation
• Measurement
• Geometry
• Graphs and data
representation
• Fractions
• Geometry
• Fractions

basics

• Introduction to
graphs

• Basic geometry
• Fractions

GRADE 3

GRADE 4

GRADE 5

• Arithmetic
• Foundations of

• Arithmetic
• Foundations of

algebra

algebra

• Measurement
• Word problems
• Graphs and data • Measurement
representation
• Graphs and data
representation
• Geometry
• Fractions
• Geometry
• Graphing points
and lines
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
302-831-7600 • continuing-ed@udel.edu • pcs.udel.edu/summer-bridge

